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2. ABOUT NARRATIVE

We present a film-based interface that has some attractive features
for browsing a film in the context of user contributed annotations.
Separately, we describe a desired interaction profile that supports
opportunistic hypertext browsing through constructed essays built
from these annotations. A challenge is in how to integrate the two
functions without losing the best qualities of each.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are working with some ideas that will benefit from open review from the narrative hypertext community in conjunction with
prospective users. The project is film-based, allowing users to
create annotations directly on a representation of a feature film.
The contexts are several: the context of the film itself, the context
of existing comments opportunistically constructed into metanarratives and the context of a filtered group of contributing collaborators.
A system is being built to support this. It includes a narrativeaware AI-like system that uses novel means to assemble coherent,
relevant metanarratives from available and inferred information,
including crowd-sourced annotations. This AI work is not discussed here; it is relevant in that it leverages situation theory and
thus heightens the requirement for perceiving and navigating elements in a film in multiple narrative contexts, including cinematic
narrative itself.
The system includes a novel interface for representing a feature
film, providing the ability to create spatial and temporal annotations in text and graphical form directly on the film. An important
feature of this interface is the ability to simultaneously perceive
large areas of the film that surround a focus frame.
Using the AI component, we have the ability to construct a textcentric narrative from these annotative chunks as a metanarrative
of the film, to sit with similar human-constructed essays. The
machine-generated essays are constructed on the fly based on
what is happening.
The cinema-based annotation chunks and the text-based assemblies using these chunks each present different affordances and
presentation environments. A challenge is how to integrate them
for the casual user to give the greatest reward.

At a high level, the way we see this for our redframer application
(presented in the main conference [1]) is that we as individuals
carry a bundle of narratives — about who we are, what the world
is and so on. Narratives are how we organize facts and are always
active in how we perceive, recall and reason. While collectively
we have adopted many consensus narratives (as in politics and
religion), our narrative fabric tends to be individual, and has both
implicit and explicit secrets. Let’s call all of these internal narratives.
From time to time, we encounter long form narrative artifacts; we
seek them out. An interesting class of these are long form, theatrical movies, and this is our focus in the project. Movies and occasionally long form TV are persuasive, powerful and not well
served where the project focuses.
That focus depends on the fact that movies are consumed in two
stages. A viewer watches them of course and these can be well
engineered experiences. Every viewer also carries the memory of
the movie afterward, employing dynamics discussed below. So
there are two experiences, the tasting and the digestion. The digestion, the experience after viewing is where we focus.
A reasonable case can be made that even popular films are where
we collectively experiment with novel narrative constructions, and
most of that experimentation is in this digestion phase. It is our
experience that some central cinematic narrative devices are
evolving quickly, and also influencing the way we deal with the
world. How we communicate about those devices after viewing
the film shapes how we absorb the narrative and is a powerful
experience because the viewer is setting the path, not the
filmmaker. This is to our minds, the essence of what hypertext
was supposed to support.
(Films have characteristics that are otherwise interesting, including their role in building and maintaining social networks [2]. We
do plan to exploit those dynamics by linking to existing social
platforms, and it could affect the problem of affordance goals we
identify here. For space reasons, we don’t address that deep challenge in this paper.)
Our notion of long form narratives are those that have the ability
to entangle with the internal narratives of the consumer. Each
narrative space, internal and film, has agents that change things.
Some of these agents are characters and environments with influence, but many agents are invisible, working behind the scenes to
make things work narratively.
In order for the encountered narrative (the film) to be considered
long form by us, the agents in it must interact with those in the
personal narratives of the viewer. Surely the narratives of the
viewer color, enhance and tailor the experience of the film. Sometimes, the film changes or adjusts internal narratives. This crossover engagement between the two is an essential component of

what it means to be human, we assert. It is central to what makes
cinematic narrative engaging, desirable.
We expand the way we model narrative of any form by introducing the previously noted notion of implicit agents, and by understanding how they cross the boundary between self and (for example) film.
More, our project assumes that a user comes and engages with the
site with some purpose and that purpose may only appear once
things get going. It could involve some mix of entertainment,
enlightenment and social engagement. Call this the encounter
narrative. It will be a developing and probably fickle metanarrative. It is this third narrative our system is intended to support, by
understanding the other two and presenting options to feed it, in
an opportunistic layered hypernarrative.

3. ABOUT THEORIES
We have a number of collaborators that have advanced this work
enough to believe such a project is achievable. In the present context, two are notable:
Beth Cardier has a very well developed modeling system
[3][4][5][6] that captures these implicit agents and associated
dynamics, one that has a formal and graphical representation and
that builds on insights of others. It is not prescriptive and can be
considered a means for formally registering the narrative dynamics we discover from millions of encounter narratives.
Her open model is required in part for understanding the engagement of modern cinema via viewer-in-the-story devices. A study
of such viewer-in-the-story devices involved thousands of contributors and thousands of films over a decade [7].
Keith Devlin works in situation theory [8], a mature, formal approach to modeling and ‘reasoning’ over invisible agents such as
concern us when considered to be structured in situations that are
extra-logical [9][10][11]. We have spent a great deal of energy on
this, relating it to Cardier’s notions and working out how to reasonably implement it in machines [12][13]. Details are unimportant here, other than to assert that if we had a reasonable understanding of all three narratives by observing and participating
in the encounter narrative, we could handle them in terms of the
model, math and code.

4. ABOUT HYPERTEXT
Suppose we have a system that does filter possibilities for ‘next
chunk’ options in an encounter narrative session. A full up system
might find and suggest those possibilities based on a deep understanding of the film in question, the user’s inner self and the observed adventure underway. But the navigation problem we present here is nearly as acute even without such an intelligent system; even with well crafted human-created static possibilities the
basic problem is the same.
That problem is that supposing we use ordinary computer screens
and existing skills, the best way to display a narrative is more or
less as a page. This is because the understanding of where you are
and what you know is a result of what you have absorbed and
gathered. Even though you may never refer back to what you have
just read, having it in your field of view keeps it in your peripheral
consciousness. And we do want the ‘reader’ to feel comfortable
rewinding branches.
(We have found a similar effect in cinema; because the films we
manage are assumed to have been already viewed in a conventional manner, the ability to see both ahead and behind to establish
surrounding contexts is vital. We will shortly return to the cinematic display.)

For displaying the ordinary, meaning text-centric, narrative, we
choose to use an outlining convention to hide associated media
and allow scanning ahead of the expected structure. Off to the
right side for any given chunk are offered alternative options for
the next chunk. Selecting one of these places it below in the
online as the next chunk with all the following chucks adjusting.
These reflect the total expected narrative that follows, assuming
the user does not branch, as we hope they do.
(Screen shots are in the following section on affordances.)
This is actually a pretty workable interface; we have tested it in a
variety of scenarios. But it isn’t cinematic and has scant relation to
the equally workable cinema-centric interface we have devised. In
this, the film itself is reduced to three zones.
At the top is a sequence of key frames from the video, or (by
switching a control) the field in which the video is played. At the
bottom is a conventional scrubber with a few unimportant enhancements. The central area is a novel reduction of a portion of
the film, about 34 minutes in a standard browser window, that
when scanned with a pointing device leverages an optical effect
that allows ‘seeing’ the local context of the film. This area is also
where temporal and spatial annotations are placed. In practice, it
is very effective and centrally cinematic.
The problem we have is how to integrate the our of the traditional
hypermedia, text-centric opportunistic navigation (or some equally rewarding scheme) with this cinematic presentation. A suggestion is that we anchor to physically visible agents by a scheme we
show below. We can do this after a fashion, with objects and
characters and to some extent with environments and (visible)
cinematic effects. But our understanding of narrative has many
other features and agents that do not provide natural visualizations.
In fact, to display these, we have developed a modeling system
that changes state as the narrative progresses. This gives us all the
elements and dynamics that we think matter but they are abstracted from the film and recalling of the film experience.
We have set up a test user group to advise on this from a user
perspective, consisting of generally non-technical film enthusiasts.

5. ABOUT AFFORDANCES
A more concise definition of the problem can be had by describing the affordances at our disposal. We have four or five fairly
well developed portals into our system. Each functions very effectively for its purpose. The differing views have some overlapping
elements and conceptually they integrate.
The constructed or curated ‘essays’ are displayed in an ordinary
outline paradigm, as previously noted. Figure 1 illustrates key
affordances of this interface scheme marked with orange ovals.
An outline entry (1-1) is a ‘chunk’ of information that typically
will have been contributed by a user in another context. There is
some dependent nesting of outline structure.
The previous material in the outline (1-2) is that which the ‘reader’ has chosen so far. Beneath [1-3) is the suggested next step,
with some enticing attached media expanded (1-4). Options for
opportunistic branches are on the right; some of these are textcentric (1-5) and some media-centric (1-6). Some of these are
based on connections by users made in similar contexts. Others
are determined or even created by the system based on narrative
insights.
The reader can rewind via the control (1-7).

⟵ Think I am kidding about Batman being the bad guy in this
movie? Consider this scene where Joker’s back is turned, and he
is walking away, and yet his Moriarty throws a shuriken. The Joker
bats away the threat and walks away without seeking a fight!

1-7

1-2

1-1

It is only later that he gets mean, after being provoked. ▶

But most reporters present at the interview thought he was
kidding… ▶
▶

1-5

Ledger has a history of introducing conflicting subplots in his
character’s backstory. In Brokeback Mountain, tire salesmen… ▶
▶

⟵"Heath Ledger mentions this reversal in an interview days
before his death. He saw the Joker as the hero. ▼

1-3

that the writers will run ahead of GRRM in order to
preserve the nature of surprise and audience
engagement. ▶

A survey of movie and TV Joker characters… Cesar Romero’s
notion reflected his childhood abuse and loss of a sister… ▶
▶

▶

Rollover image for suggestion…

High Valyrian was the language of Valyria and the
Valyrian Freehold. It is no longer widely spoken due to
the Doom of Valyria
Valyria, although there are songs and
books still sung and read in it. In Westeros, highborn
children, specifically the Targaryens, are taught Valyrian
as a sign of their noble education. Corrupted dialects
known as bastard Valyrian are spoken in the Free Cities
and Slaver's Bay. According to GRRM ▶

1-6
▼

▼

There are two previous scenes in which
the Valyrian word Dracarys appears. ▶

▼

▼

1-4

Viseron — named after her brother — is the
strongest of the three dragons. He later
showed signs of independence, and
uncontrollable aggression. ▶

▼

▼

▼

3-2

▼
In this scene, Daenerys begins under the terms of trade and ends
under terms of conquest, possibly indicating her fitness for ruling.
An appealing notion of freedom and justice appears in this scene,
setting up the audience for disappointment when both it and the
dragon develop problems.

Figure 1. The Text-Centric Situation

The cinema-centric interface is shown in Figures 2 and 3, with
similar orange oval marks. The top pane (2-1) is the current location in the film; the bottom strip (2-2) functions as a traditional
scrubber. When scrubbed by this or other means, the vertical slices in the center section (2-3), reveal the entire keyframes hidden
beneath. Using the eidetic properties of the optic nerve, many
users are able to simultaneously perceive the 30 minutes of the
film shown in a typical middle area.
Temporally anchored annotations (2-4) are placed in this area. Not
shown is their expansion, which can be identical to the chunk of
(1-1).
Item
Being

2-1

First Priority

A Wiki of Ice and Fire

▶ In Batman’s Skinny Girlfriend DC#4966, it is revealed that
Bethany is Joker’s cloned sister; killing Joker frees her from… ▶

Second Priority
Density
When?
Memento

1:16:52
The clock is from the previous film…

2-4

Handwriting on the disk diﬀers from earlier…
Natalie could be the wife…
Clock-like shapes

2-3
Leonard finds a bar coaster in the pocket of the coat. On the other side is a note. (The handwriting changes in diﬀerent
scenes.)

2-2
Figure 2. The Cinema-Centric Situation

The slices are arranged by frames (3-1) so that every pixel is spatially where it appears in the related keyframe. This allows for
object and environmental annotations to be spatially located within each of these white outlines.
Notice the dragon (3-2) in the frame. Using object identification
and drawing tools not shown, a user can separate out this dragon
wherever she appears in the film (3-3) (and/or everywhere in every episode where her influence occurs). The representative is
shown in context in spatially accurate position in each of the
space-time white boundaries (3-1).

A key point is when Daenerys says: DRACARYS,
DRACARYS both revealing
her Varlyrian and her command of the dragon, Visrion. ▶

Game of Thrones > S3E4

—

3-4

1:16:52 of 1:44:18

3-1
3-3
Daenerys presents the dragon Viserion in trade for the
slave army of unsullied

Figure 3. Spatial Annotation Aﬀordances

Many cinematic effects are captured this way and can have associated text. Film-wide criteria like color balance overall rhythm,
aspect ratio and so on are not captured by these affordances. We
ignore features of the score.
We have some concepts for merging the two interfaces of Figures
1 and 2, but need guidance from users and experts. The problem is
that we invest heavily in immersing the user in context and the
cinematic and textual are radically different in how they connect
with our perceptual machinery.
An orthogonal problem is that Figure 1 presents a world of
metanarrative with referenced/attached narratives, whereas Figure
2 presents the opposite.
Potentially complicating the mix are two other conventions with
their own unique contexts, affordances and ontologies. The first of
these is partially shown as a component in the center of Figure 4,
as a graph of concepts that is presented to a contributor. It is a
simplified fragment of a dynamic ontology managed by the system.
It serves as a lightweight language interpreter and knowledge
capture scheme when entering an annotation because the system
needs to know what is being said. The graph simply asks: this is
what we think you mean, based on the current context of the movie, what we know about how you build narrative and what has
happened immediately before. Is this right?

Each slice where the dragon appears provides an affordance (3-4)
to grab the object and navigate either its spatial path or movement,
instances of appearance/influence or attached annotations.

The user moves nodes in these ontology graphs (distance is significant), senses attraction and edits until the graph reflects what
he/she intends. The collected graphs are used to assemble the
metanarratives. The following figures are included for reference
only. Possibly they will prompt some ideas.

We can capture environmental features, like sets, frame compositions and boundaries this way, by drawing conventions a bit less
intuitive but consonant with previsualization standards and technologies. Not in the previz vocabulary but of high interest to our
intended users are representations of cinematic effects: camera
position and (especially movement/focus) edits.

Figure 4 shows the ontology graphs in the context of a concept
study for a proposed project to build defaults for these graphs by
monitoring (and possibly affecting) brain processes during related
narrative activity. In this case, the situation is doubly spatial: the
three D space of the graphs (4-2) and the three D space of the
brain (4-1).

will rise

will create

4-1

4-2

Rotate Vertical

¬ am doubtful

of cliff

have patience

r:.41(IFC) c:33 z:1 V/m:.23 T:122

tDCS: 18:16; 6 Sept 14

am powerful
I am

affordances because we introduce the notion of situation so explicitly.

on ledge

not threatening

Rotate Horizontal

Voxel criticality
Pattern velocity
Q f(c)

with patience
¬ is wary
is dangerous
is resting not threatened
is powerful
Dragon is

Overcome Roadblocks

Rest Like a Dragon

Metanarrative

Narrative
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not threatened

Sherman Density
GABA Flux/vox
Q f(c)

Rotate Horizontal
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Figure 4. A Doubly Spatial Situation

The affordances here are the nodes in the graph (4-2), and the
voxels in the brain scan (4-1).
Figure 5 is Cardier’s animated, dynamic modeling environment.
This is used to parse the situation dynamics of a narrative, teasing
out causal shifts and governance of situations. It works behind the
scenes and is used for seeding ‘knowledge’ of compelling narratives. A version of this is planned to be implemented in Tinderbox
for the general user.

The initial work was conducted for the intelligence community
and some foundation studies were sponsored through DARPA.
Fruitful notions resulted from our workshop on Semantic Distance
supported by NIST. Earl Research funded some workstation prototypes. The filmsfolded community contributed many useful
insights on how we engage in film. redframer.com is supporting
continuing development.
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